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Just in case you’ve forgotten Publication Requested

- **Draft-ietf-mops-streaming-opcons-10.txt** IETF last call - 2022-04-21
  - 21 Github issues created, most from area review team reviewers
  - 2 Yes ballots, 10 No Objection ballots, and one Discuss ballot
  - 9 Github issues created (one per AD with comments/discuss)
  - Github comment resolution as of the Internet-Draft cutoff
  - A few more issues addressed in Github, -12 not submitted yet
  - Two issues remain open (just from lack of time to work on them)
- Editor’s plan - address last two issues and submit -12
What changed between -10 and -11? A few things

- Synchronized the Abstract and Introduction sections
- Added lots of definitions and scoping text
- Added notes about video bitrates
- Improved explanation of “baseline” for monitoring
- Cut details about “unpredictable usage profiles”
- Added background about Adaptive Bitrate Streaming
- Added “competing goals” text for personalized ad insertion
- Rewrote Section 6, including addition of “Media Transport Protocols”
- Provided clarifications on “media encryption”
- Made so, so, so many additions to the Acknowledgments section
New acknowledgements
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The editors’ take on the path forward

- Ask the working group to object to any problematic changes (soon)
  - Please pay special attention to the changes in color on slide 3
- Address last two issues and submit -12
- Ask Roman if we have addressed his Discuss comments
- Ask Eric to approve -12 (ish) and forward to the RFC Editor

Your thoughts?